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SUMMARY
This Interim report consists of four separate reports resulted from
our research on the receivers of NASA's Gravity AND Magnetic
Experiment Satellite (GAMES). The first report is entitled "Analysis
of phase estimation bias of GAMES Receiver due to Doppler shift." The
second report is "Background radiation on GAMES fine ranging
detector from the moon, the planets, and the stars." The third report
is "Background radiation on GAMES receivers from the ocean sun
glitter and the direct sun." The fourth report is "GAMES receiver
performance versus background radiation power on the detectors."
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19940029560 2020-06-16T12:54:31+00:00Z
1Analysis of Phase Estimation Bias
of GAMES Receiver due to Doppler Shift
Xiaoli Sun




The average receiver signal from an ideal photodetector may be written as
Xo(t) = Acos[(co c + O)o )t + O] (1)
The actual signal into the computer is the truncated and digitized signal





1, to<_t<T+t o Atw(t)= O, Otherwise ' N=_T (3)
and
x. = x o (nAt) = A cos[(w c + coD)nAt + O] (4)
The phase esitmator according to NRAO method is given by
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The Fourier transform of the right hand side of Eq. (2) can also be written as
X(ro)= W(ro)*( 2to _ S(ro-k 2-_ ))*Xo(ro) (7)
Since
and
W(ro) = T. sinc .e -1°_°
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The phase esitmator becomes
_Im[X(coc )]}O--tan-'t -;i
I sin(coot o + O)sinc(-_) - sin[(2co c + COD)to + O]sinc
= tan-l [ cos( coDto + O) sin c(-_-_ ) + cos [ (2 coc + coD)to + O] sin c
(2coc + coo)T
2
(2 coc + coo )T
2
If one select to such that 2coct o = 2mzr with any integer m, then
(13)
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If ogcT = 2nzr for any integer n, sin[(2ogc + COo)T o__2 ] = sin( ) and
O= tan-l _
1 1
(2o9 c + o90 )






= tan -1_ tan(ogot o + 0).
Ogc + COD J
The largest estimation error occurs when the argument of the tan -I
function is near zero. Under this condition, tan-I(x) =x and tan(x) =
relative bias, e, of the NRAO esdmator (5) is given by
1 {0 } rOD CODe = •E - (ogoto + O) <_ -- - --, ( COD<< ogc)
OgDt O + 0 ogc -[- COD og c
x, the
(17)
An unbiased phase estimator is given by
= tan -1 ( )N.o ]_.. x. sin( o) _nAt )(-0 o nffin o1 09c+"COD N÷"_X"coS(OcnAt)
II_tl o
(18)
where xn is given by (4).
Background Radiation on GAMES Fine Ranging Detector
from the Moon, the Planets, and Stars
X. Sun/JHU
Rev. 1, October 1993
The moon, the planets and stars also contribute to the background radiation when
tlley are close to the GAMES telescope axis. The angles they subtend are rather small,
with the largest being equal to about 0.5 ° by the moon. Therefore, we can treat them
as point sources when calculating their contributions to the background radiation
noise on the GAMES fine ranging detector. The corresponding background power of
7rDe_I
Pb = Ea/k.X----_ RoA(OoA)
ea& object is then given by
(1)
where E_ is the spectral irradiance of the object, A)_ is the optical bandwidth, Deel
is the telescope diameter, Ooa is the angle between the object and the telescope axis,
and RoA(0oA) is the telescope off-axis rejection ratio at 0oa.
The values Of RoA(Ooa) were provided by Kimberly Mehalick of Advanced Tech-
nology & Research Corp. using the computer program package called Mini-Apart [1].
The smallest off-axis angle had to be greater than the FOV of the GAMES tracking
system, i.e., 0.60 degrees (10.5 mrad). The value of Roa(Ooa) at 0.6 degrees was
about -57 dB for baffle lengths from 400 mm to 630 ram. Use of longer baffle lengths
greatly reduces the stray light at relatively large off-axis angle but not just at a few
degrees.
Table 1 lists the values of Ex at .k=800 nm, the power on the fine ranging detector
when 0oa = 0 °, and the power of the stray light on the GAMES fine ranging receiver
from the moon, the planets, and bright stars. The values of Ex were obtained from
References [2] and [:3] when the objects are at their brightest when looking from the
earth. The telescopediameter is taken to be 20 cm, the optical bandwidth 3.9 nm,
and the baffle length 400mm, 515 mm, and 630mm.
It hasbeenshownthat the GAMES fine ranging receiveris not significantly af-
fected by tlaestray light if the total noisepowerat the detector doesnot exceed1.0
pW. The sunand sun lit cloudare tile primary sourcesof stray light. Therefore, the
moon, the planets,and starsmay be neglectedwhenconsideringthe total stray light
on the detector if thoseobjects are not within the GAMES tracking receiverFOV
(20 × 20mrad).
The amount of backgroundradiation noiseon the GAMES tracking CCD array
due to theseobjects can be scaledfrom those in Table 1 and the scaling factor is



















4.0 × 10 -6
1.0 × 10 .9
2.0 × 10 -1°
2.0 × 10 -1°
1.0 × 10 -1°
3.0 x i0 -u
4.0 x 10 -11
3.0 x 10 TM
3.0 x 10 -11
3.0 x 10 -11
2.5 x 10 -11
2.0 x 10 -u
1.2 x 10 -11
1.0 x 10 -11
1.0 x 10 TM
7.0 x 10 -12
5.0 x 10 -12
Pb(OOA = O)
(w)
Pb(OoA = 10.5 mrad) (W)
4001rim 515mm
9.53 x 10 -13
2.48 x 10 -16
4.76 x 10 -lr
4.76 x 10 -17
2.48 × 10 -17
7.24 x 10 -18
9.53 x 10 -18
7.24 × 10 -18
7.24 × 10 -18
7.24 x 10 -18
7.24 × 10 -18
4.76 x 10 -is
2.86 × 10 -18
2.48 x 10 -18
2.48 x 10 -18
1.70 x 10 -18


















9.55 x 10 -13
2.48 x 10 -16
4.78 x 10 -17
4.78 x 10 -17
2.48 x 10 -17
7.26 x 10 -18
9.55 x 10 -18
7.26 × 10 -is
7.26 × 10 -is
7.26 x 10 -18
7.26 x 10 -18
4.78 × 10 -is
2.87 x 10 -18
2.48 × 10 -18
2.48 x 10-18
1.70 x 10 -18
1.20 x 10 -is
630mm
9.44 x 10 -13
2.45 x 10 -16
4.72 x 10 -lr
4.72 x 10 -lr
2.45 x 10 -lr
7.17 × 10 -is
9.44 × 10 -18
7.17 × 10 -_s
7.17 × 10 -is
7.17 x 10 -is
7.17 x 10 -18
4.72 x 10 -as
2.83 x 10 -is
2.45 x 10 -18
2.45 × 10 -18
1.68 x 10 -18
1.19 × i0 -18
Table 1
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Background Radiation on GAMES Receivers
from the Ocean Sun Glitter and the Direct Sun
The derivation given below proofs that the sun glitter light always enter the
GAMES telescope at a larger incident angle than the direct sun light. In other
words, the attenuation of the telescope to the sun glitter is always greater than the
attenuation to the much brighter direct sun light. One needs only consider the effect
of the direct sun when analyzing the total background noise radiation on the GAMES
detector from the sun.
We assumed in the derivation that the sun is a distant point source and the ocean
is calm as a mirror. In practice, the sun is an extended source which subtends about
0.5 degree. Nevertheless, it can be considered to be composed of point sources and our
derivation still apply. The actual sea surface always has waves that the sun glitter
from the ocean is fuzzier and larger than what would be reflected from the calm
ocean. However, total energy of the solar irradiance onto the earth is constant and
the reflected sun light energy should be distributed more evenly over the hemisphere
due to the roughness of the sea. Therefore, the total light entering the telescope from
the sun glitter should not increase due to the roughness of the sea.
The earth atmosphere and clouds also attenuate the sun glitter and makes it even
less important as compared to the direct sun.
Figure S1 shows the geometry of the direct sun light and the reflection from the
ocean. The sun light is assumed to come from a point source at infinity and can
be considered as parallel beams. The GAMES telescope is pointing downward at an
angle 7 + 7r/2 with respect to the zenith. The earth radius is r and the telescope
altitude is h. The telescope axis is given by the vector _. We only consider the case
where all the angles labeled in Figure S1 are smaller than r/2.
We claim that the incident angle of the direct sun light is smaller than that of the
reflectedsun light, i.e. a < 3 for small 7.
We first derive the relationship between the angles ¢ and A. From the basic law





¢ = _(-A -_ + 7) (3)
From the Theorem of Sine




¢ = arcsin "([h
Substitute (3) into (??) and solve for ¢
+ r] sin [A]_ 1
j - { _ (5)
+ r} sin {A}
r
-A+r (6)
Since sin (0) = sin (7-0), arcsin (x) = 7 -arcsin (x), Equation (6) can be rewritten
as
{p = -2 ([7,"-arcsin {(h + r_) sin (X) )]r
_ = 2arcsin ([h + r]Sinr [A])
Figure $2 shows a plot of A vs.
1)-_Tr -,\+7
-A (7)
¢ for the earth radius r=6370 km and GAMES
altitude r =250 km .
The relationship between the angles a and fl is given by the following two equations
= _ - _ -, (8)
7/"
a - 2 _ + 3' (9)
Eliminate the variable A and substitute Equation (6) for _,
([h+ r]sin -fl + _11r])(_ = -2 arcsin [-7 - fl + r (10)r
Plots of fl vs. a are shown in Figures $3, $4, and $5 for 7 = 0, 0.86 °, and 45 °,
respectively. It is seen that a is always smaller than fl for 7 = 0. For 7 = 0.86°,
which is about the worst case for GAMES, a < fl for at least a < 1 rad (,-, 57°). We
need not consider the case for a > 1 tad because the sun lit clouds become dominate
for such sun angles.
Sun glitter would become significant if the telescope were pointed down at the
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GAMES Receiver Performance versus
Background Radiation Power on the Detectors
Figure 14 shows the calculated rms ranging error per second as function of back-
ground radiation powers incident on the PMT. Figure 15 shows the rms ranging error
versus the sun angle for 400mm, 515mm, and 630mm baffle length. All the system
parameters and the numerical results are given in the attached spread sheets. It is
shown that the background radiation power on the PMT should be kept below 1.0
pW, which is about equal to the equivalent noise power due to the PMT dark current
and the non ideal laser transmitter on-off extinction ratio (80
Figures 16 and 17 show the performance of the CCD tracking detector vs. the
total background radiation power and sun angles, respectively. The tracking detector
was assumed to have a FOV 10 times that of the fine ranging detector. The CCD
was assumed to have 512 by 512 pixels and the tracking beacon illuminated 4 pixels.
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GAMES Fine Ranging Performance Calculations
Xiao/i Sun, Johns Hopkins University
1. Range Calculation
a. Earth Radius (km)
b. Orbit Altitude (km)
c. Range to subsatellite (km)







a. Signal wavelength (nm)
b. Photon energy (J)
CoXmit Beam Width (mrad)
d. Laser diode Xmit power (roW)
e. Alioc. link loss Margin (dB)
f. Xmit Power reduced by alloc, margin (roW)
g. Laser Modulation Index (0 - 1.0)
h. Modulation frequency (MHz)
i. Range per Modulation Period (ram)
j. Unmodulated transmitter power (roW)













Leakage when laser is "off'
3. Pointing Calculation
a. Drive motor steps/revolution
b. Motor urad/step




17 bit encoder controlled to ± I bit
Precision mount not req'd
4. Target Calculations
a. CC diameter (cm)
b. CC area (m^2)
8.00
5.03E-03
5. CC Velocity Aberration Calculations
a. CC diffr, limit FWHM angle (urad)
b. Satellite Tang. velocity (krn/sec)
c. Angle below horizon to subsatellite (deg)
d. Dist. change of Main s/c dur. prop time (m)
e. Perp. Angular motion of main spacecraft (urad)








6. Rcvd Signal Calc's ("top hat" beam)
a. Telescope diameter (cm)
b. Transmitter & receiver transmission
c. Telescope area (6cm cent obsc) (m^2)
d. Laser spot diameter at subsatellite (m)
e. Laser spot area at subsatellite (m^2)
f. Fraction of laser energy captured by cc's
g. Area of CC laser return at GAMES (m^2)
h. Fraction of cc signal captured by telescope






















f. Total average PMT Noise Current (amps)
g. Det. Ranging signal (amps)
h. PMT Excess Noise Factor (F)
i. PMT rms timing jitter (psec)
j. Signal Power Loss due to Timing Jitter
j. Signal Power Loss due to Timing Jitter (dB)
k. Electron Charge (Coulombs)
I. Preamp Noise current Density (pNHz^l/2)
8. Receiver Parameters
a. Receiver Bandwidth (Hz)
b. Noise Bandwidth (Hz)
9. PLL Receiver Performance
a. Average Signal Current (amps)
b. Signal Power (A^2)
c. PMT Sig. Shot Noise Variance (amps^2)
d. Dark Current Noise Variance (amps^2)
e. Backgnd Noise Variance (amps*2)
f. Sig, Leak. Noise Variance (amps^2)
g. Preamplifier Noise Current Variance





a. Phase Estimator Variance (rad^2)
b. rms Phase Estimation Error (mrad)
c. rms Phase Estimation Error (deg)
d. rms Ranging Error per Measurement (urn)
e. rms Range Error per sec (urn)



















Likely to be better (=1.3)
200
400
at Anode Cathode in pe/sec
1.59 E-08 1.59E-13 9.93E+05
1.26 E-16 1.26E-26 4.93E+11
3.46 E-19 3.46E-29 1.35E+09













85.3 twice the calculated ones
FRLink, 9/10/93, 4:28 PM XiaoliSun
g. Required max range error per sec (urn)
h. Minimum SNR required
i. Minimum SNR required (dB)































Sun Angle Background RMS Ranging





















FRLink, 9/10/93, 4:28 PM Xiaoli Sun
BaffelLength 515 mm
Sun Angle Background RMS Ranglng




















Baffe/ Length 630 mm
Sun Angle Background RMS Ranging



















90,86 1.91 E-13 84.76
TRlink, 9/10/93, 4:27 PM X. Sun
GAMES Tracking System Performance Calculations
6/18/93 by Xiaoli Sun
1. Range Calculation
a. Earth Radius (km)
b. Orbit Altitude (kin)
c. Range to subsatellite (kin)







a. Signal wavelength (nm)
b. Photon energy (J)
c. Xmit Beam Width (mrad)
d. Actual Xmit power (roW)
e. Total alloc, link loss (dB)








Single SDL 5410 laser diode
Itemized on a seperate sheet
3. Pointing Calculation
a. Drive motor steps/revolution
b. Motor urad/step




17 bit encoder controlled to + I bit
Precision mount not req'd
4. Target Calculations
a. CC diameter (cm)
b. CC area (m^2)




5. CC Velocity Aberration Calculations
a. CC diffr, limit FWHM angle (urad)
b. Satellite Tang. velocity (km/sec)
c. Angle below horizon to subsatellite (deg)
d. Dist. change, Main spacecraft dur. prop time (m)
e. Perp. Angular motion of main spacecraft (urad)








6. Rcvd Signal Calculations ("top hat" beam)
a. Telescope diameter (cm)
b. Transmitter & receiver transmission
c. Telescope area (6.0 cm cent. obsc.), (m^2)
d. Laser spot diameter at subsatellite (m)
e. Laser spot area at subsatellite (m^2)
f. Fraction of laser energy captured by cc's
g. Area of CC laser return at Games Sat. (m*2)
h. Fraction of cc signal captured by telescope
j. Total Signal transmission factor to tracking det.
k. Laser signal density from subsatellite (Wlm^2)












(5th mag. stars . 2.0e- 12 W/mA2/nm )
TRlink, 9/10/93, 4:27 PM X. Sun
7. Tracking Detector Parameters
(at room temp)
a. Quantum Efficiency
b. Pixel size (um)
c. Number of pixels in each dimension
d. Device Dark Current (pA/cm^2)
e. Dark electrons/pixel/sec
f. rms Read noise (electrons)
g. Pixel saturation level (electrons)
h. Max frame rate (Hz)
i. Power consumption (Watts)
8. Tracking Performance
a. Readout rate (Hz)
b. Observation time (sec)
c, Spot size (pixels)
d. Required tracking accuracy (mrad)
e. Resolution (mrad/pixel)
f. Total background radiation power
g. Number of pixels of the CCD array (nXn)
h. Background radiation power/pixel (Watts/pixel)
i. Background radiation (photons/pixel/sec)
j. Required noise equivalent angle (mrad)
h. Detected signal per frame per pixel (pe)
i. Background noise per frame (pe/pixel)
j. Detector dark noise per frame (pe/pixel)
k. CCD read noise electron variance
I. Total noise electrons variance per pixel
m. Pixel SNR (dB) per frame





















1% Fine ranging beam width
Assume no subpixel signal processing
Si CCDs Hughes Ball
(commericial) HD-1003 CT600






9. Signal to Noise Ratio and Link Margin
o. Minimum SNR required (dB)
p, Minimum SNR required
r. Minimum rcvred signal req'ed (pe/pixel/frame)
p. Link margin in laser power (dB)
15.0
31.6
Prob(wrong pixel) < 10A-4
NEA << O.1 mrad (1 pixel)
1.24E+03 4.06E+02 3.97E+02
0.6 4.8 3.5
TRlink, 9110193, 4:27 PM X. Sun



























Barrel Length 400 mm
Sun Angle Total pixei SNR plxei SNR
to telescopanoise power CCDs Star tracker
(degrees) (Watts) (dB) (dB)
16.12 25.17
10.86 8.79E-08 8.60 9.89
15.86 2.61E-08 12.42 14.98
20.86 6.38E-09 15.02 20.36
25.86 8.31E-10 16.15 25.45
30.86 2.19E-10 16.30 26.68
35.86 2.11E-10 16.30 26.70
40.86 2.05E-10 16.30 26,71
45.86 2.03E-10 16.30 26.72
50.86 1.99E-10 16.31 26.72
55.86 1.97E-10 16.31 26,73
60.86 1.94E-10 16.31 26,74
65.86 1.90E-10 16.31 26.75
70.86 1.85E-10 16.31 26.76
75.86 1.79E-10 16.31 26.77
80.86 1.74E-10 16.31 26.78
85.86 1.70E-10 16.31 26.79
90.86 1.59E-10 16.32 26.82
TRlink,9/10/93,4:27 PM X. Sun
Baffel Length 515 mm
Sun Angle Total pixel SNR plxel SNR
to telescopenoise power CCD$ Star tracker
(degrees) (Watts) (dB) (dB)
16.12 25.17
10.86 6.70E-08 9.55 11.05
15.86 1.28E-08 13.99 17.81
20.86 1.38E-Og 16.03 24.59
25.86 3.28E-10 16.27 26.43
30.86 1.17E-10 16.33 26.92
35.86 1.10E-10 16.33 26.94
40.86 1.04E-10 16.33 26.95
45.86 9.99E-11 16.33 26.96
50.86 9.60E-11 16.33 26.97
55.86 9.18E-11 16.33 26.98
60.86 8,79E-11 16.33 26.99
65,86 8.33E-11 16.33 27.00
70.86 7.90E-11 16.33 27.01
75.86 7.37E-11 16.34 27.03
80.86 6.g7E-11 16.34 27.04
85.86 6.66E-11 16.34 27.05
90.86 5.91E-11 16.34 27.06
Barrel Length 630 mm
Sun Angle Total pixel SNR pixei SNR
to telescopenoise power CCD$ Star tracker
(degrees) (Watts) (dB) (dB)
16.12 25.17
10.86 4.62E-10 16.24 26.15
15.86 3.7gE-11 16.34 27.12
20.86 9.26E-13 16.35 27.21
25.86 7.96E-13 16.35 27.21
30.86 6.93E-13 16,35 27.22
35.86 6.36E-13 16.35 27.22
40.86 5.87E-13 16,35 27.22
45.86 5.43E-13 16.35 27.22
50.86 5.04E-13 16.35 27.22
55.86 4.64E-13 16.35 27.22
60.86 4.27E-13 16.35 27.22
65.86 3.85E-13 16.35 27.22
70.86 3.46E-13 16.35 27.22
75.86 3.02E-13 16.35 27.22
80.86 2.71E-13 16.35 27.22
85.86 2.47E-13 16.35 27.22
90.86 1.91E-13 16,35 27.22
